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Interest in forms of degree 2 3 on a vector space V of diknension n (3 3) has 
regenerated recently from a ion? quiet. For example, Schneider [6] has shown that 
orthogonal groups of non-singular forms of degree r a 3 over arbitrary characteris- 
tic(k)=p>r orp = 0 have finite orthogonal groups; Jordan established this for 
non-singular forms over C in [5] in 1880. The orthogonal group for a form P on V is 
denoted and defined by O(P) = (g E GL(V)I P(gX) = P(x) for all X E V}. Non- 
singularity for P means that grad P(Z) # 0 in V* for Zf 0 in V. The conckision of 
Jordan-Schneider cannot be extended to the singular case in general. For, if 
V = A&(k) and P = determinant, a cubic form on V, the 3 X 3 matrices over k, then 
grad P(Z) = 0 if 2 has rank 1 as a matrix; P is singular. O(P) contains the 
non-finite image of the homomorphism 
SL(3, k) x SL(3, k): GL(M,(k)) 
(A,B)w(A,B):XHAXB-'. 
Any reducible form Y( # 0), decomposable into a product of forms P = PIPz with 
degree Pi < degree P, fails to be non-singular in the sense above. However, 
examples are easily provided where P is reducible with O(P) finite. For V = k3, 
P = Y, (Y: + Yz + Y:) of degree 4 is reducible but has a finite orthogonal group; 
see Lemma 3 below. This does not happen for reducible cubic forms in n ( Z= 3) 
variables over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic # 2,3; (n 2 3) 
reducibility forces an infinite O(P). Moreover, a finite list of representatives of the 
reducible cubic forms for GL( V)- (or “change of variables” under GL(n, k))- 
equivalence is easily exhibited. The orthogonal groups are computed on these. For 
arbitrary cubic forms such a finite list does not exist. 
Theorem 1. Let B( # 0) be a reducible wary cubic fortn over an algebraically 
&sed field of characteristic # 2,3; (n Z= 3). Then P i's equivaleurt under GL(n, k ) 
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(change of variabjes transformation) to one and 
(I, m ) : Y,(YT+ Y$+ l l l Y’,) 
(II, m ) : Y,(Y;+ Y<+***+ Y’,,,) 
(III, m ) : Y,(Y,Yz+ Y$+***+ Yt) 
(IV,m): Y,(Y,Y,+ Y:+*e*+ Y”,) 
only one of the following forms: 
for 1 SmSn. 
for 1 < m C n. 
for 3 SmSn. 
for 3 S m S n. 
Theorem - 2. If P is a reducible nary cubic form (n 3 3) then its orthogonal group is 
an inj’inite linear algebraic group. We provide a description of O(P) for the P(J, m ) 
J = I, II, III, IV above in the list following. 
Conventions: C, always denotes the group of sth roots of 1 in K’. C, 
will have order s for the field k in our consideration. If W’ is a subspace of 
V”=5 :Zy=, kYi, W’ = 
def 
{X E V 1 O(X) = 0 for all or) E W}. For X E V, the image of 
X und!er g E GL( V) is denoted by gX; for y E V”, the action of g is denoted and 
defined by h,Y = Y 08-l. On choice of basis (X,, . . .,X,,} C V and dual basis 
{Y ], . . ., Yn} c V” with Yi (Xj) = &jy we have matrix expression for g given by 
g4 = Cyz* gijXi* (gij) is an invertible matrix and Xj is now a column n-tuple with 0 
in eaclh entry other than the jth entry where there is a I. Yj is a row n-tuple and 
Yj (Xj) is matrix multiplication. h& = YI (g;‘) is matrix multiplication. O(m, I) 
will always denote the orthogonal group in GL(m, k) for the indices i, j varying 
, between I and m + 2 - 1 for the form ,L:‘-’ Y:. Abbreviate CL, kYi to W,, and 
Wi = {X E V 1 Y(X) = 0 for all Y E W,,,} to w/L. Whenever tensor products are 
taken., they are taken over k. The orthogonal groups listed below each have the 
format of semi-direct product of linear algebraic groups [l], O(P) = R l G where R 
is a vector group isomorphic to the unipotent radical of O(P). The action of G on 
R will1 be given explicitly in each case. 
O(I, 1.) = W, 8 WI. (C3 x GL( W;]) 
with action 
0(1,2) : Y, (Y: + Y:) is GL( V)-equivalent to Y1 ( Y1 + Yz)Yz by 
Y,+ iY+ I!+ YI. 
O(Yl(Y,+ Yz)Yz)= W,&K(Mx,xGL(W:)) 
where MS0 is the 2 x 2 matrix group generated by 
II [ c3L *(l.+i1)*(1-&*) ~(l_&)+(l+ji4) 1 ’ i = 1929394) 
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with action 
(A,g’)((a,Y,+azYZ)~X)= ((al,aW%g’X). 
O(I,m)m 33= W~~WA$‘J~-,O(m -1,2)xGL(WA)) 
with action 
I 
(h g)(( , aJ,+z aX)oG)= (x(h)2aK+h.~ aX)@g’X 
where 
hkz Y:= X(h)2 Yf. 
i= 2 i=2 
0(1X, 1) = $V2~ Wi l (k’ x GL( W:)) with action 
(c,g’)((alY1+a2Y2)gJ+(c-2a~Y~+ca2Y2)s3@X. 
O(II, 2) : Y,(Yz + Yg) is GL( V) equivalent to 
Y,Y2Y3 by Y2w$(Y2+ Y,), Y3H$(Y2- Y& 
(YlY2Y3)= w,tg~ W:.(S(3)x&xGL(W:);i 
where 
i[ 
a1 0- 
S(3) = a2 
0 ; a 
and Gs is the symmetric group 1 i and 
I: 3 = a dett a! = 1 
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((cw),g’)((alYt+a2Y2+a3Y3)O)= 
= (arl’alY,tl,+ CYZ~~~~Y&~)+ a;*aJ~&3g’X. 
O(I1, m) = W, 8 WA l (k 9 &,, O(m, $2) x GI,( WA)) with action 
(kg’$J aiY&+ ( X(h)-‘alY1+ m$’ aAY,+)Bg’X, 
i=2 
where 
m+l m+l 
x(h)2 Y:=h,,z Y:. 
i--2 i=2 
O(II1, m) = W#,, 8 WA l (G(m) X GL( WA,)). 
G (m ) acting on 2 k Yi and 011 2 kXi has defining relaltions: 
i= 1 i=l 
A,YI = x(&K 
and 
A, Y,Y2+$ Y2 i=2 i) = Xk)-‘( k’lY2+ z yf)* 
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Equivalently G (m ) has the following defining relations on its coordinate functions: 
m 
i=2 
m 
&&is = bh) 2<r, SSrn. 
The character x : G(m)+ k * is finite since the Lie-algebra LQ(II1, m ) is the 
Lie-algebra of matrices 
0 0 0 
A21 A22 0 
A33 
I 
where A22 is skew symmetric of size m - 1, A2, = f first column of A2* and As, is a 
full (n - m) x m matrix, As3 is an element of LGL(n - m, k). The only non-zero 
character of LO(II, m) comes from LGL( WA); hence x : G(m)+ k ’ must .be finite. 
It is clear that the connected identity component G(M)’ of G(m) is isomorphic to 
( m - 1,2), the orthogonal group on X:2 kXi for the form P’(EE2 x&i) = EE2 x:. 
g E G (m )“, gX1 = X1 + EL, gi*Xi with gil satisfying the defining equations for 
x(g) = 1. 
A l (H(m) x GL( WA)) where H(m) acts on Wm with relations 
and 
K)=xW( Y,Y,+j$ y:). 
(m ) has the following conditions on its coordinate functions: 
g?l =O; gi2=0 for3SiSm; 
girgis = arsx (d for 3 s r, s g m ; 
&22 = x(g)-’ and x(g)-*g2, + 2 =0 for36rSm. 
the semi-direc product 
this form 
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A (x.ch) Y*= -2c-* yi (X)*Y* + Cd4 Y* 
i =:I 
and 
-2c-*z (hhYi)(X)YI 
i=3 
A (x,ch) Yj = h& Yj + Yj (X)Yl for 3 G i S UZ. 
As above the action of H(m) x GL( WA) on W,,, 8 WA is given by (g, g’)( Y 8 
A,Y o&X. 
Proof of Theorem 1. A cubic form P is reducible if and only if it has a factor of 
degree 1; this factor must be a form. Thus, P is reducible if and only if P = L l Q 
where L is a linear form and Q is a quadratic form on V. The act:ion of GLl[V) on 
forms is that for change of variables. If we fix and choose a basis {Y,, . . ., Y,} on V* 
then we have a canonical isomorphism of graded k-algebras,’ k [Y,, . . ., Y,, j s 
Sk( V*). For g E GL(V), P a form, X E V, & must satisfy &P)(X) = P(g-IX). 
For any L # 0 in V*, there exists a g E GL( V) such that h,L = Y1. Quadratic forms 
Q are iu 1 - 1 correspondence with linear mappings Q : V + V* such that Q * = (3 
under the identification V** = V. Let t be transcendental over k, Q gives rise to Q 
by requiring 0(X)(X’) = coefficient of t in Q(X + lx’); conversely given such a Q, 
Q is cannonically Q(X) = Q(X)(X). 
Define the rank of Q to be dimk Q(V). The following facts for quadratic forms are 
well known and important. 
Proposition. Let k be algebraically closed of characteristic # 2. 
1. Quadratic forms Q and Q’ on V are GL( V)-equivalent if and only if they have 
the same rank. 
2. A quadratic form Q is irreducible (as a polynomial or element of Sk (V*)) if and 
only if its rank is greater than 2. 
‘> 
For reducible cubic form P where P = L l Q with L linear and Q quadratic there 
are two casts; either Q is reducible or Q is irreducible. In the first case P is 
decomposable into a product of 3 linsear factors. In the next lemma, take the 
convention that Li and Lj are non-zero linear forms and that i# j implies that L, 
and Lj are not associates, that Li # cLj for c E k’. The result is elementary. 
and P” 
Suppose P and P’ are reduciible into products of three linear forms # 0. 
GL( V)-eq,uivaZent iff 
and F+’ are 
;LI and both P and P’ 
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GO(p,), GO(P,) be their groups of similitudes with characters XI, x2= O(PIP& 
GO(P,) n GO(P 2 ) ; in fact, 0(P1P2) = {g E GO(&) n GO( XI (g)Ag) = 1). 
Proof. PI P2 = A, (P1P2) = A, (PI)& (P2) if g E O(P,P2). The hypothesis entails 
PI 1 A, (PI) and Pz 1 A, (Pz). Thus h,P, = clPl = x1 (g)P, and AgP2 = c2P2 = x2(g)P2. 
This establishes the first assertion; the second assertion is clear. 
In the case when P = YIQ with rank Q > 2, the hypotheses of Lemma 3 hold 
and for g E O(J, m ), m 2 3 we must have glj = 0 for 2 s i s y1 as conditions on the 
coordinate functions of O(J, m). Moreover x(g)Q = AB-IQ if and only if 
x(g)o(Xi)(Xj) =L’ Ag’>Q(Xi)(Xj) =(A,-l6)(gXi))(Xj)= Q(gXi)(gXj) for all 1 s i, 
j s n where A,Y, = x(g)Y*. These relations give the conditions on all the coordi- 
nate functions gij, 1 S i, j slaofO(Y,Q)=O(J,m).ThecaseswhenrankQ62of 
Lemma l (i), (ii), ( iii are handled directly in (I, l), (II, l), iI& 2) and (I, 2) ) 
respectively. 
Remark. The list of the groups gives an additional proof that the cases (J, m) are 
not GL( V)-equivalent. GL( V)-equivalent forms have conjugate orthogonal 
groups; but the disiinct O(J, m) are not isomorphic. 
The dimensions of the GL(V) orbits of P(J, m j are presented as follows: 
(4 ln ) : mn+m- 
m2- m 
2 
-1 
(II, m ) : mn+n- 
m2-m 
2 
-1 
(III, m ) : mn f m - 
m2-m 
2 - 
1 
(IV,m): mnfm- m2-m - 2. . 
2 
That these orbits are open in their Zariski closures is well known [l]. It is easy to 
verify that for m 1 > m2, dim GL( V) P(J, m J 3 dim GL( V) P(J, m2) for each J. Is the 
orbit of P&ma) contained in the Zariski closure of the orbit of (J, m,)? What are 
the polvnomial ideals in the coefficients of k [ Y,, . . ., Yn](3) which define these . 
closures; i.e. what are the A GL( V)-invariant ideals of Sk (Sk ( V*)(3)*) which define 
the Zariski closures of the orbits of the P(J, m)? In the case of quadratic forms Q, 
the reducible forms comprise the Zariski closed set of zeroes of the 3 X 3 
determinants of the symmetric coeficient matrix of the mappings 0. For the 
reducible cubits there are possibly four irreducible components (see [3]) in the 
affine space of all cubic forms, corresponding to the four orbits in Theorem 1 when 
m= n. What forms, if there are any, are in the comple:ments of these orbits in their 
closures? Must ?he orthogonal groups of these irreducible forms be infinite? 
For ternary cubits (n = 3) the Hilbert nullforms are of two types (see [2] and [$I:, 
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In the second case above, Q is quadratic irreducible if? AgQ is quadratic irreducible. 
emma 2. LetP=L*QtandP’= L ’ . Q ’ be reducible cubic forms ( # 0). Assume 
that g and g’ have been taken from GL( V) such that A,P == Y,Q, and h LP” = Y, 8 Q: 
where Q1 and Q i are each quadratic irreducible. P and P’ are GL( V)-equivalent if 
and only if there exists an h in GO( Yl) = k l Iv l 0 ( Yt) = {h E GL( V) 1 h Vf & Y t ] 
such that hhQl = Qi. 
Proof. Make the statement visible in the following diagram: 
3m EGL(V) 
P- P’ 
KQ1- 
3h EGO( Y1) 
KQI 
The claim made in the lemma is that the arrow on top exists if and only if the arrow 
on bottom exists. If there exists h in GO( YJ such that A,,,Q, = Qi then with 
x : GO( Yl)+ k * the character from semi-invariant Y, consider 
A g’-‘hgp = A ,y-’ A&P = h g’-‘Ah (Y,Q,) = A *‘-‘Ah Y,hhQl 
= x(h)+( Y,Ql) = x(h)P’. 
Take m = x(h)-“‘I,g’-‘hg; clearly h,P = P’. Conversely, suppose that there exislis 
m such that A,P = P’. Then YIQi = Agtmy-l(YIQI)= Apnmg-l Y,hpPmg-‘Q1. Hence 
Y1 divides A glmg-l Y,; g ‘mg-’ E GO( Y,). With x : GO( YI) + k * the character from 
the semi-invariant Y, as above YIQi = x(g’mg-‘)Y, l A g~mg-l(Q,) and therefore 
h = x(g’mg-‘)*‘2 l Ivg’mg-’ is an element of GO( Y,) for whiich Ah (QI) - 0:. 
For t:he GL(V)-orbits of reducible cubits it suffices to study the orbits ‘of 
quadratic forms under GO(Y1). With basis {Y,, . . ., Y,} G V* and dual basis 
IX l,. . ., Xn} c V and the conventions above GO( Y1) has matrix expression 
k 0 
k(“-‘)x’ 1 GL(n - 1, k) , ; 
equivalently GO( Y1) s (k Y, QD Y t) l (k ’ X GL(k Y t)) a semi l direct product with 
(kYl @ Yt) isomor_yhic to the unipotent radical of GO(Y,) and (k’ x GL(kY:)) 
acting on the vector group by (c, g) r Y1 B X b+ c-l Y, B gX. However, it is more 
useful to study the GO(Y&orbits of the symmetric linear mapping 0 : V-+ V* 
. such th,at a* = 0 under the identification V** = V. If Q corresponds to Cj as 
above then AeQ corresponds to AT2 = A, 0 6 og-‘. The rank of Q is GL( V) 
invariant, hence GO(Y1) invariant. This is the first invariant, arr, which is attached to 
the GO( Y1) orbits. Next, since GO( Y,)(kY t) = k Yf, we: have dlim 0 (k Ir’ :]I - 
dimA7i(kY:), for every g E GO( Y1,). If dim Q(kY:) = dim 6(V) = m, then by 
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Proposition 1 above there exists a g E GO( Y,) such that A,Q = 
Y;+ YZ+***+ YS,,. This is case (II, m ) of Theorem 1. Otherwise dim Q(kY:) = 
dimQ(V)-1 since dimkYf= dim - 1. Now either Y, E &kYf) or not Y, E 
b(kY:) and this property is invariant under translates of Q by GO( Y,). Suppose 
X2 s Y,; basis { Y1,. . ., Y,,} may be chosen so that Q = aY: + Y1 Yz + bYS + c?h Yf 
ifm*3orQ= aY:+. Y1Y2+ bY$ if m = 2; in this case implicitly m > 1. The 
requirement Q(XJ = Y1 implies b = 0 so that Q = aY: + Yl Yz + XL, Y: when 
ma3 or Q =aY:‘+ Y,Y, when m = 2. In both of these cases when a# 0, 
A,Y, = (- l/a)Y,, A,Y, = aY2+ YI, h,Yi = x, n 9 i 2 3 gives g E GO(Y1) and 
eliminates aY: from the expression for Q. When m Z= 3 we have (IV, m); when 
m=2wehaveQ = Y1 Yz. With m = 2 we have P GL( V)-equivalent to Y,( Y1 Y2) 
and hence GL( V)-equivalent to Y, Yi, case (II, 1). Next we consider the case in 
which Y1 e &kYf), equivalently, in which @kYf)s &kY:)-I- kY,; equiva- 
lently, in which o(kYf)‘2 @kY:)‘n kYf. For g E GO(Y,), Q satisfies the 
inclusion relations above if and only if hgQ does. Since the elements of GO(Y,) 
commute with projection onto kYf, rl: V+ kYi, for any 
2 i&Xi I+ 2 @Xi 
i=l i=2 
I basis-dual basis pair { Yi}, {Xi}, the following two mutually exclusive possibilities for 
I Q are preserved by GO(Y$ 
CX) w,(a(kYf)‘) = &kY:j’n kYi or 
p) &(kY:)‘)gb(kY:)‘n kYf. 
In case (u) @kY:)‘= kX1 + Rad Q, where Rad Q is the radical of Q, the kernel of 
Q. We can choose a g E GO( YJ such that g Rad Q = kX,+l + l . l + kXn, gX1 = X1, 
and A,Q = v:+ y;+*** + Y’,. This is case (1,m). If p) holds then &kY:)‘= 
k (2X1 - X2j + Kad Q where X2 E kY;” - Rad Q, and Rad Q = kXm+, f. l l + kX, 
after appropriate choice of g E GO( Y,). Thus, Q( Yt) = k ( YI + 2 Y2) + 
kYs+ -9 9 +kY,;thisentailsthat Q=aY:+Y1Y2+Y$+Yz+**+Y,.Theele- 
ment gXl = X1 + bX2, gx = Xi for 2 s i s 0 where a + b + b2 = 0 in GO(Y,) 
brings us into (III, m) of the theorem when m 2 3 and to Q = Y, Y2 + Yz when 
m = 2. In this case Y1( Y1 + Y2)Y2 is GL( V) equivalent to (I, 2), Y1( Y: + Y$), by 
Y, H (1/2)“3 (Y1 + iY2), yi H yi 
Y2 H (U2)“3 (YI - iYz), 3 s i S n, 
Our pool: shows that the forms I through IV with their corresponding m cannot be 
GL( V)-equivalent. 
roof of Theorem 2. A proof of the theorem comes from the list. Each of the 
O(J, m) is infinite. The method for computing O(J, m) comes from 
a 3. Let P, and P2 be irreducible $orms which are not GL( V)-equivalent ; let 
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namely, the reducible ternary cubits and the irreducible cubits with a cusp. The 
GL(3, k) orbits of the reducible ternary cubits have dimension 8 for types (I, 3), 
(II, 2) and (III, 3) and 7 for type (IV, 3). The irreducible cubits with a cusp comprise 
a single orbit of dimension 8. A canonical representative of this orbit is Y: - YSY,; 
[3]. The Zariski closures of the orbits of reducible ternary cubits cannot contain 
irreducible cubits. Is this true for y1 > 3? 
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